Abstract

It is of great importance over a past few years, the increasing concern to preserve the privacy of biometric data over personal information that is stored in computer systems. It mostly has increased interest in data security. For possible use in biometric identification and protection, in this paper it applies visual cryptography (VC) which is a perfectly secured method of maintaining image security. The basic concept of visual cryptography is to divide secret images into random shares using key and decryption is performed by superimposing the shares using the similar key which is used at encryption side. In this process it required special software for cryptographic computations and in this paper it is implemented using mat lab 7.9. A modified version of pixel sieve method is proposed in this paper for iris images to achieve more security than existing pixel sieve method. It is the modified version of pixel and is based on key shifting scheme. The simulations results show that the quality of the encrypted and decrypted images is better than existing pixel sieve method.
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